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The Diversity of the Common Law Tradition
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Bob Gordon’s pathbreaking essay *The Common Law Tradition in American Legal Historiography*, initially published in 1975, was the first significant overview of the history of the field of U.S. legal history. In it, he defines the common law tradition as “the fictional continuity that each generation of common lawyers imposes, in its own fashion and for its own ends, on the development of judicial doctrine.” Unsurprisingly, in an essay written as an introduction to a Festschrift in honor of J. Willard Hurst, Gordon emphasizes that the common law tradition examined the internal development of legal doctrine as an autonomous field of study, in great contrast to Hurst’s pioneering shift to the study of “external legal history” as a way to understand the role of legal institutions in society. Gordon stresses that “the common law
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tradition was a source of normative authority,” a way to rationalize current law and make it seem independent from social forces by documenting an unbroken connection to an ancient tradition. In the context of the title of the book we are celebrating, *Taming the Past*, he views it as one of the “strategies that lawyers use to tame the past in order to normalize the present.”

In contrast to the constant ridicule of late nineteenth century U.S. legal scholarship largely initiated by Roscoe Pound in the decade before World War I and continued throughout the twentieth century, Gordon makes one of his most original and important contributions by identifying and treating with great respect the American legal scholars who from the 1870s through the 1890s adhered to the common law tradition while initiating the study of legal history in the United States. He maintains that these legal historians, like professional historians generally during this period, believed that societies continuously progress from the simple and primitive to the complex and civilized and that historians can help uncover laws governing this evolution by locating the origins of civilized societies and tracing developments to the present. Gordon convincingly observes that the value of the work by Americans Oliver Wendell Holmes, Melvile Madison Bigelow, James Bradley Thayer, and James Barr Ames was underlined by the fact that F.W. Maitland, the great English legal historian, corresponded with them about their shared interests in the history of early English law. Gordon emphasizes that his critique of the assumptions of the common law tradition is not intended “to depreciate the achievement” of this first generation of American legal historians. Rather, he bemoans that these assumptions persisted in U.S. law schools well after professional historians had repudiated them, particularly as manifested in simplistic “theories of a unilinear evolutionary development and of the Teutonic origins of Anglo-Saxon civilization.”

My own reading of late nineteenth century American legal scholars, itself stimulated by Gordon’s essay, reveals that they had much more diverse views about the common law tradition than Gordon indicates. Legal historians of the common law, as well as the larger group of legal scholars who studied substantive areas of the common law without making original contributions to
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legal history, took different positions on various themes Gordon identifies with the common law tradition.\textsuperscript{13} While virtually all focused on the internal evolution of the common law, many did not view it as a source of normative authority to "tame the past."\textsuperscript{14} In these respects, they resembled Maitland, whose approach to legal history most modern legal scholars, including Gordon, praise as rejecting the common law tradition, in impressive contrast to Maitland's predecessors and contemporaries.\textsuperscript{15}

As Gordon maintains, late nineteenth century American legal scholars overwhelmingly sought to identify the origins of the common law and trace its evolution to the present.\textsuperscript{16} More specifically, like scholars in English and U.S. history and in the emerging field of political science, they endorsed the "Teutonic-germ theory," which identified the Teutonic sources of democratic laws and institutions that subsequently developed in England and the United States.\textsuperscript{17} Yet many rejected other historiographical assumptions of the common law tradition as portrayed by Gordon and sometimes criticized English and European scholars for accepting them.\textsuperscript{18} They denied that laws governing legal evolution could be derived from historical study; they found that the course of legal history could be reactionary, discontinuous, and contingent; and they argued that current law need not be constrained by its evolution from past law.\textsuperscript{19} They often warned against the anachronistic assumption that resemblances between present and past law are evidence of influence and continuity.\textsuperscript{20} Many studied the history of the common law to identify and eliminate dysfunctional survivals in current law, which Gordon recognizes as a "critical-historicist mode of argument."\textsuperscript{21} Within the confines of this short Reflection, I will give a few examples.

Henry Adams, whom Gordon recognizes as initiating professional legal historiography in the United States,\textsuperscript{22} blamed the inferiority of English to German legal scholarship on the English adherence to the common law
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tradition. “The whole fabric of the common law,” Adams wrote, “rests on a quantity of assumptions which as history are destitute of any sound basis of fact, and these assumptions have decisively influenced the ideas even of those English historians who, technically speaking, knew no law.” Adams believed that the assumptions of the common law tradition, like the prior religious assumptions of medieval monks, thwarted the production of scientific history that met scholarly standards. Challenging Henry Maine, Adams also expressed skepticism “about the ‘mania’ for theories that assumed all societies passed through fixed stages of development.”

Bigelow described the history of the common law in England since the Anglo-Norman period as an unfortunate decline from higher standards of justice. The loss of the right of the king’s chancellor to issue new writs, he argued, produced “the endless train of subtleties reaching down to the present day, which have so often resulted in the perversion of justice,” and prompted “centuries of constant and deserved reproach” to English law. He also maintained that the resolution of the dispute “between King Henry II and Thomas Becket in the middle of the twelfth century” about “the respective roles of church and state” represented “the defeat of an emerging and healthy collectivism by [a] ‘self-interested individualism’... that had devastating and continuing consequences for English law and society.” Highlighting the contingency of legal history, Bigelow asserted that reasonable compromises on both sides of the dispute could have avoided this disastrous result. Another eminent late nineteenth century American legal scholar, William Gardiner Hammond, “urg[ed] scholars to focus on ‘the genealogy of legal rules and institutions’” but repeatedly stated that a “genetic relation” should not be inferred from resemblance. “Although he acknowledged that Anglo-Saxon institutions had their ‘counterparts’ in the New England town meeting, he maintained that there is ‘no historical connection between them’” and that
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American historians who incorrectly claimed continuity had “greatly exaggerated” even their resemblances.30

Bigelow and Thayer focused on the importance of eliminating dysfunctional survivals.31 Bigelow maintained that “the law is handicapped in all its branches with historical survivals” and “should be constantly laying aside the grave-clothes of a dead past.”32 “Even if laws were effective in the past,” he reasoned, “why when they no longer work should they have a posthumous life, to trouble men living under other conditions?”33 “Past law should remain only ‘so long as it is adapted to’ the present.”34

Thayer believed that surviving rules that “had lost their original justifications . . . should be retained if they served useful functions in the present.”35 But he concluded that many survivals were dysfunctional, a point he repeatedly made in his lengthy treatise on the law of evidence, as in highlighting the continuing “curse of hearsay.”36 Thayer expressed his hope that his historical reconstruction of “the long and strange story of the development of the English jury and the immense influence it has had in shaping our law” would prompt his readers to recognize the importance “of certain much-needed reforms in the whole law of evidence and procedure.”37

I agree with Gordon that Holmes, while sometimes identifying “perverted survival[s]” from past law that do not serve any contemporary purpose, more often limited himself to tracing the evolution of a rule from its origins to its current form and sometimes maintained that this evolution revealed the rule’s logic or teleology.38 Holmes occasionally observed that the demonstration of survivals should prompt reconsideration of current law, and he sometimes explicitly advocated reform.39 But because Holmes, unlike Thayer, believed that most survivals had become functional through the invention of new
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policies that replaced their original justifications, he thought it unnecessary to consider their revision. In this important respect, Holmes, typically portrayed (even by Gordon) as more critical than his contemporaries, was tamer.

Some Americans explicitly denied the normative authority of past law while distancing themselves from English and European scholars. Hammond “maintained that people should reflect self-consciously about whether ‘we ought to continue the custom or the precedent’ derived from the past, a point many writers in the [European] historical school had ‘overlooked.’” Just because current law can be explained historically, he observed, does not mean that it should be treated uncritically.

Francis Wharton, a well-known American treatise writer, believed that the historical school in England and Europe often expressed “an undue reverence for those institutions which a nation has outgrown.” Emphasizing his own adherence to the fundamental evolutionary principles of the historical school, Wharton asserted that “undue reverence . . . is not a necessary incident” of this approach. He reasoned that “the recognition of the continuousness of the existence of a nation, composed, as is necessarily the case, of elements constantly changing and developing, involves the corresponding and sympathetic change and development of the laws.”

The relationship between Maitland and the first generation of professional legal scholars in the United States reveals the extent to which they had similar views about the common law tradition and the study of legal history. Maitland not only respected the original scholarship of the Americans, as Gordon importantly observes; he also shared many of their historiographical assumptions. Like the Americans, he reflected the fundamental evolutionary perspectives that dominated historical thinking in the nineteenth century, often expressed through metaphors of organic growth.
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cited the “infancy,” “germ,” and “embryonic history” of subsequent law. He
“associated legal evolution with national and racial history,” stressing “the
continuous history of our own Teutonic race.” He emphasized that his
monumental two-volume history of English law was “primarily concerned
with the evolution of legal doctrine[s].” Like the Americans, he referred to
external influences on legal doctrine without elaborating them, explaining
that “they do not come within the history of law.”

Gordon observes that many legal historians, whatever their historiograph-
cal commitments, are motivated by the “sheer thrilling interest” of the
subject, which, for Maitland and his American colleagues, largely consisted of
the evolution of the common law. Bigelow and Maitland exchanged views
about the invention of writs, distress for rent arrear, and the liability of
townships. Ames and Maitland had a lengthy exchange of letters about
Ames’s article The Disseisin of Chattels, which was stimulated by Maitland’s
article The Seisin of Chattels. These technical doctrines of early English
common law are not particularly thrilling to most American legal historians
today, but they were for the leading American and English legal historians
of the late nineteenth century.

The similarities between Maitland and the Americans he admired and
frequently cited underline that many late nineteenth century scholars,
including those who did important original work on the history of the
common law, shared some but far from all the historiographical assumptions
Gordon attributes to the common law tradition. Of particular importance,
many did not write about the history of the common law to “tame the past” by
providing a source of “normative authority” for current law. Writing
evolutionary legal history about the history of common law doctrine tied to
nation and race often coexisted with the attributes Gordon associates with
critical historiography. The critical legal scholars of the 1970s and 1980s were
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not the first to take a historicist approach to the history of legal doctrine, though their frequent goal of demonstrating the contradictions and indeterminacy of doctrine is very different from the attempts by late nineteenth century scholars to provide an accurate narrative of the history of the common law.

Gordon’s discussion of late nineteenth century American legal thought understandably covers only a few pages in a highly original essay that sketches the long history of American legal historiography from the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, largely as a backdrop for assessing the subsequent contributions of Hurst. Reflecting Gordon’s characteristic virtues, the essay insightfully identifies and elegantly summarizes different schools of thought, displays intellectual generosity to other scholars, and opens new lines of inquiry. Like so many others, I have benefited from these virtues. His praise of the late nineteenth century American legal historians encouraged my own interest in reading them, which provided the basis for claiming more diversity in their thought than revealed in his summary. His provocative comments about “the abnormally long half-life” of their historiographical assumptions well into the twentieth century57 should prompt further study of this insufficiently explored period in scholarship and teaching about legal history.
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